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Introduction

The pre-tenancy process for many agents is typically 
highly manual, highly fragmented with multiple 
suppliers, and crucially does not look to optimise the 
Tenant experience.

Propoly creates a seamless end to end process, 
digitising the manual tasks involved to provide one 
consistent journey for the Tenant. By doing so - we 
reduce admin, automate compliance and generate 
revenue for the agent.

Digital Offers

Holding Fee

Instant or Full 
Referencing

Auto Produce 
Tenancy Agreement

Digital Signing

Move-in Monies and 
payment tracking

How we help
businesses
like you

Simplifying your
lettings process
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Our core
support

Why customers
choose us

Automation

The platform has been integrated with 
all the tools and suppliers

needed to complete a tenancy within 
minutes. By automating, you can use 
these extra hours to grow the business 
to new heights.

Revenue Generation

One of the most important activities any 
business can engage in.

Just with 1-click, your process can now 
generate income from Rent Guarantees, 
Nil Deposit, Utility Switching, Void 
Management and Tenant Insurance.

Compliance

The lettings industry is governed by over 
140 pieces of legislation. Propoly handles 
all the pre-tenancy compliance, making 
sure you comply to avoid huge penalties.

Referencing
(Current stats)

Response time
(Intercom)

Tenancy completion
(Offer to move-in monies)

From Offer to Move-in 
record time;

Tenant pays the holding at 23:02.

At 09:06, the tenant pays move-in 
monies

Reduce 
your
process by 
50%-90%

Earn up to 
£300 per 
property

Saving you 
fines
of up to 
£5000

76%
3min

960 

25sec

We saved
a client...

emails
a month

200 
documents
a month



Customer journey is more personable

Faster referencing

The system offers more flexibility

Better customer success

Customer
feedback
Personal engagement

Reviews

"It reduces the chance of 
making costly mistakes 
when preparing the 
tenancy agreements and 
increases the time I have 
available to do more 
productive things."

"The software has 
made a big di�erence 
to our business and 
automatically makes 
the whole process 
simplified and 
organised."

"Within 1 month of 
use we uploaded 22 
deals - a huge saving 
in time and money. 
Thank you."

Our integrations

What will you
do next?
We will happily give you a tour 
of the Propoly platform and 
show you how it can help you 
streamline your lettings 
process, strengthen 
compliance and reduce those 
awful admin headaches.

Please reach out to us and we 
will call you back to arrange 
the details.

oneutilitybill.co

REQUEST A DEMO
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demo@propoly.com
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+44(0)20 3909 0275


